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Some strange coincidences in the English Language:

Most pertain to the Bible. It is a very strange series of coincidences.

Pharisee – The opponents of Jesus, who he warns against. In English, their name comes

to Far I See.

Sadducee – Another order of priests around Jesus’s time. “Sad You See”

Nazi – Not See. How odd that the opponents of the Jews in the forties have a name

which means to ‘not see’, while the Jewish priesthood possesses names which praise their far

sight.

Israel – Is real. After you start seeing all sorts of odd things, you look for a way out. And

suddenly there is one place which is confirmed ‘is real’.

The major news networks all have C, and therefore See in their names.

ABC

NBC

CNN

The two spiritual cities in the Bible are Babylon and Zion.

Babylon -&gt; Babble On. Zion is the reverse of ‘noiz’(noise)

Music -&gt; Has I ‘see’ at the end.

Harmonics -&gt; Harm on ‘I Sees’

Radio -&gt; Ra Dio -&gt; Sun Day

Vi deo -&gt; VI Deo, or 6 god

Video game -&gt; 6 god ‘gay me’ Video games have resulted in large swathes of young men

who have effectively dropped out of normal society and become addicted to pornography.

So far this appears to be a war between the eye and the ear.

The Beast of Revelation has the number six six six. Perhaps this is the six god.

Mount of Olives -&gt; Mount of ‘O Lives’

Oh my god -&gt; O my god.

Coffee -&gt; See O for fee.

Ra -&gt; Egyptian Sun God, also called Re. This accounts for all sorts of these coincidences.



Return -&gt; Return, and also turn of the Sun.

Sun -&gt; Son

Sodom -&gt; Significant other DOM

Wisdom -&gt; W is DOM

Cancer -&gt; ‘See Answer’

Profits are Prophets

Release -&gt; ‘Re Lease’ -&gt; So you don’t get released, but merely rent out a body again.

Freedom -&gt; F Ree Dom -&gt; Re being the designation of the Sun God here.

Sol -&gt; Sun in Latin. But also a homonym of Soul.

Video killed the Radio Star -&gt; Six God killed the Sunday Star.

Somehow we’re all fucked here. The entire language is like a series of clues created

apparently over hundreds of years, which connects everything in a strange web. What people

have noticed in the ‘mandela effect’ is that language changes with backward compatibility. That

is, things apparently change in the past even as our memories of them are altered. So that

language can be changed retroactively. I think that language has been changed in this way to

leave messages about what is going on. Whether they are true or not, I am still not even sure.

Then we come to the political parties of the United States

Red and Blue

Hot and Cold

Together they comprise the Police light colors.

In the Bible there is a verse that the hot and cold will be consumed, but the lukewarm

will be spit out. America’s people are being polarized crazily after a sort of cosmic 9-1-1 was

dialed, with both sides diverging into lunacy.

Jesus tells the people that if they will accept IT, then he is King.

Reddit -&gt; Read it.

Blue it -&gt; Blew it

Bible -&gt; Bye bull, or buy bull. It isn’t clear, but what is clear is that an entire generation

of people have been driven into a Bull, which is part of the cuckold lifestyle. Blacked and other

pornographic companies have been pushing black men on white women like a propaganda

machine, and isolated virgin (largely white) men are turning to this after a lifetime of denial



from social success or dating. They are being driven to be spectators in relationships with

women of their own race.

Incels -&gt; In Cells. These are the aforementioned young men, who are being kept in cells

which keep them from doing anything meaningful. It is a social prison they are in.

If you suddenly start hearing a whining noise and voices in your head, don’t be alarmed.

That’s just indoctrination. You may notice your speech being altered so that you say the

opposite of what you mean to say. If you do, you are being made to be a scapegoat. After I

started noticing these things, my own family seemed to have two personalities, and treated me

almost like a stranger.

Make your own choices, form your own opinion on this. Don’t take anything I say on

faith. It looks to me like something bizarre is going on. It’s quite possible that this whole thing is

an irrelevant joke below a larger world, despite its appearance.
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